Situational Intelligence
Platform & Mobile Application
Powered By AI Vision

Function

Benefits

With the EyesOnIt platform, your
business can gather intelligence from
real time video through the application
of tailored computer vision.

The ability to enable event-driven alerting and
observer remotely from any device in real-time is
incredibly valuable, allowing decisions to be made
efficiently & effectively in rapidly changing environments.

EyesOnIt can detect selected objects
and events in your videos and then
trigger business processes to address
use cases such as safety, security,
productivity, and efficiency.

Real-Time Alerting - EyesOnIt can accurately
identify and summarize visual information, classify
objects, detect events, alert users based on the
environment, and provide users with the visual
insights they need.

EyesOnIt can constantly and reliably
monitor video feeds with intelligent AI
that doesn’t get tired or distracted,
allowing your employees to focus on
work that needs their human
capabilities.
EyesOnIt takes the guesswork out of
event monitoring, accurate computer
vision models identify events that
matter to you & your business.
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Custom Computer Vision & Rapid Artificial Intelligence - Automating human vision tasks is a large
cost savings opportunity. Our platform rapidly tags
objects & classifies events, storing them as data
elements to be used for future analysis.
Custom Development - Our software engineers are
fluent across many enterprise data technologies.
We can help you implement this platform quickly,
providing valuable situational awareness. Mosaic
emphasizes privacy and security in any piece of
software we deliver, maintaining the highest levels
of data security.
Collaboration & Problem Solving - We aren’t going
to just hand over a license and say ‘good luck.’
Mosaic excels at tuning our platform to solve the
critical, low-hanging operational and strategic use
cases you need it to solve. Our collaborative
approach will save you time & money as you
continue using the platform.

How It Works
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System

From These Assets
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phone, GoPro, Google Glass
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Use Cases

Why Mosaic?

Supply Chain

Mosaic has a strong history of developing
platforms that facilitate making better decisions.
Our work for NASA, ExxonMobil, UPS, and FedEx
has focused on helping these organizations
make better decisions while operating at full
speed. Our data scientists have applied deep
learning algorithms to many use cases, and bring
that expertise to a platform that takes unstructured video and turns it into actionable insights
while it continues to learn.

Facilitate the consistent flow of products
EyesOnIT can detect, alert, and
connect users on:
• fluctuating inventory levels
• line failure
• quality defects

Energy

Builds resilience against an uncertain future
EyesOnIt can detect, alert, and
connect users on:
• Asset degredation
• Major weather events
• restoration diagnosis

Construction

Keep your builds on schedule and profitable
EyesOnIt can detect, alert, and
connect users on:
• Materials arriving & departing
• Safety hazards
• Structural errors

The platform is flexible to allow fine tuning to
quickly address operational and strategic use
cases. We collaborate with you to save time and
money, optimizing the processes and maximizing
the outcomes. Connecting people with an
intelligent view into places they are unable to go
is a huge step forward.
With the EyesOnIt platform, your business can
gather intelligence from real time video through
the application of tailored artificial intelligence.
EyesOnIt can detect selected objects and events
in your videos and then trigger business processes to improve use cases such as safety, security,
productivity and efficiency. Leverage video from
stationary cameras, drones, or employee mobile
devices to obtain real time intelligence from your
existing corporate assets.
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